
 
 



 
GENERAL CONDITIONS 

 
Organization: The technical organization of the trip is carried out by PT Indonuka Travel Indonesia 
(henceforth “Travel Agency”) whose legal address is Cowang Dereng, RT / RW.004 / 001, Desa Batu 
Cermin, Kec. Komodo, Kab, Manggarai Barat, Nusa Tenggara Timur, Indonesia. PT Indonuka Travel 
Indonesia is member of the Assoc. of the Indonesian T&T Agencies. Asita: 063/XIX/DPP/2016.  
 
The booking of the program with Zan Nix and Sherrie Frank through the Travel Agency and its 
division Hitakarana dealing with retreats and group travel - supposes the total acceptance of these 
General Conditions. The travel program states the duration, itinerary, price and inclusion and 
exclusion of services. Any additional information, as well as possible changes, will be communicated 
together with the program in writing; which together with the general conditions represent the 
definitive agreement.  
 
Cancellation Policy: Deposit is non-refundable. In case of cancellation, the participant shall assume 
as cancellation costs the following: -25% of the total price of the trip, if the cancellation occurs 
between 30 and 16 days before the start of the trip. -50% of the total price of the trip, if the 
cancellation occurs between 15 and 4 days before the start of the trip. -75% of the total price of the 
trip, if the cancellation occurs 3 days before the start of the trip. -100% of the total price of the trip, if 
the cancellation occurs within less than 2 days, at the beginning of the trip, or in case of not arriving 
on time for the departure or just not turning up. Cancellations must be notified by email to 
sherrie@sherriefrank.com or zanenix@yahoo.com or info@hitakarana.com or office@indonuka.com 
for the notification to be valid. Once the trip has begun, no contracted activities or services will be 
reimbursed for any reason should the traveler not participate in or use aforementioned activities or 
services. Bank fees for sending the money back will be deducted from the total amount reimbursed.  
 
Responsibility: Travel Agency acts as an intermediary agency for transport companies, hotels, and 
other agents, and is therefore not responsible for any loss, injuries, damages, accidents, delays, and 
changes to program’s etc. produced due to irregularities of any kind that may happen beyond their 
control, the participant assumes any related expenses. Tour leaders and travel agency are therefore 
exempted of any liability. Travel Agency will manage any possible situation and will always look for 
the best outcome for travelers. It is recommended that individual travel insurance is taken out in order 
to be covered for any possible eventuality that may occur during the course of the trip.  
 
Entry to the Country: Travel agency declines all responsibility if, for any reason, the local authorities 
deny entry to the country. In this case the traveler is responsible for their expenses and their trip is 
assumed to be cancelled. We recommend cancellation insurance to cover any eventualities that may 
arise before starting the trip and that could prevent said trip occurring in order to recover the amounts 
paid.  
 
Arrival and Departure Transfer: In the event of a traveler arriving or leaving the country before or 
after the arrival or departure of the majority of the group, said traveler must pay for their individual 
transfer to the hotel or to the airport. As specified above Travel Agency or Tour Leaders are not 
responsible for any damages, losses or expenses caused by cancellation, delay, overbooking etc. of 



the arrival flight to the country and that may result in the cancellation of the trip (in this case the 
traveler shall be responsible for the cancellation costs specified above), loss of services contracted in 
the tour or for any expenses incurred which are not included in the tour. The traveler must claim such 
losses / expenses from the airline with which he/she booked his/her plane ticket or, failing that, from 
the insurance company with which he/she has taken out the travel insurance and / or cancellation 
insurance.  
 

� I have read the above and understand the Policies, Responsibilities and General Conditions 
for the Bali Spiritual Journey, Sept. 5-Sept. 21, 2020. 

 
Name: ____________________________________________  
Date: _________________ 

 
Please sign above and return to Sherrie Frank. You can either scan & e-mail or send via postal mail. 
Thank you.  
 
E-mail address……………………… sherrie@sherriefrank.com  
Address: Sherrie Frank 320 Benton View Dr. Philomath, Oregon 97370 
 


